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Topological Defects are ubiquitous in nature. You can clearly see defects 
in crystals, in liquid He and many other systems. We have yet to see them 

in Particle Physics or Cosmology. They occur due to phase transition
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If 

non-trivial then a line defect, or cosmic string, would be formed. They should result during 
a symmetry breaking transition from a grand unified theory breaking to the standard 
model, at say           If there are other symmetry groups the strings can become current 

carrying, either at the same transition or at a lower energy scale, either by a charged boson 
field or fermion zero modes. Up until our work it was assumed the two scales were 
approximately the same. We considered the general case of two different scales. 
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String loops usually decay via gravitational radiation and particle production. However 
the presence of a current changes Witten, NPB249 (1985) 557 this and leads to the 

possibility of stabilising the loops. Depending on details such stable loops, or vortons, 
could over close the Universe. R.Davis and Shellard NPB323 (1989) 209. 

We placed constraints on the underlying particle physics transition 
resulting in the string becoming current-carrying using two conditions 

The Universe was radiation dominated at nucleosynthesis - the nucleosynthesis constraint

Stable vortons do not overclose the Universe - the so-called dark matter constraint



Symmetry 
broken

Symmetry 
 restored

Fermions 
massless

Fermions 
massive
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We considered strings formed at        becoming current-carrying at          
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where mP is the Planck mass.

During this cosmological evolution, the particle physics gauge group is assumed to un-

dergo a series of successive spontaneous symmetry breaking phase transitions, expressible

schematically as

G
GUT

!→ · · ·H · · · !→ G
EW

!→ SU(3)× U(1) . (20)

Here G
GUT

is the “grand unified” group,H is some hypothetical intermediate symmetry group

(such as that of the axion phase), and G
EW

is the standard model group SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)

or one of its non-standard (e.g. supersymmetric) extensions. The role of the Witten model

is to provide an approximate description of an evolution process dominated by two distinct

steps in this chain.

When a semi-simple symmetry group, G say, is broken down to a subgroup, H say, the

topological criterion for cosmic string formation is that the first homotopy group of the

quotient should be non trivial:

π1{G/H} $= 1 . (21)

Our primary supposition is that such a process occurs at some particular cosmological tem-

perature, Tx, which we assume to be of the same order of magnitude as the relevant Kibble

mass scale mx. This mass scale is interpretable as being of the order of the mass of the Higgs

particle responsible for the symmetry breaking according to the simple model discussed in

the previous section.

Our next basic postulate is that a current carrying field, characterised by the independent

mass scale mσ, condenses on the ensuing string defect at a subsequent stage, when the

background temperature has dropped to a lower value, Tσ, which we assume to have the

same order of magnitude as the mass scale mσ.

The formation of a condensate with finite amplitude characterised by the dimensionless

sectional integral Σ̃ does not in itself imply a non zero expectation value for the corresponding

local current vector, j. However, one expects that thermal fluctuations will give rise to a
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mechanism whereby the presence of a current tends to diminish the string tension T . In a

non conducting string, the tension T is identifiable with the energy per unit length E , but

in the conducting case the diminution of T is accompanied by an augmentation of E such

that

T ≤ m 2
x ≤ E . (6)

The analysis of [12] provided an empirical “equation of state” specifying T as a non-linear

function of the current magnitude |j| and hence of the energy density E . The minimum of

T , and hence the maximum allowed value for E , is obtained when the current amplitude |j|

reaches a critical saturation value with order of magnitude

|j|2 ≈ E − T ∼< m 2
σ . (7)

Such knowledge of the equation of state is precisely what is required for investigating string

dynamics.

We now apply this to vorton equilibrium states. The phase angle, θ, is expressible in

terms of the background time coordinate t and a coordinate " representing arc length round

the loop by

θ = ωt− k" , (8)

where ω and k are constants. If the total circumference of the vorton configuration is denoted

by "v then it can be seen that these constants will be given in terms of the corresponding

quantum numbers by

ω =
Z

2Σ̃"v
, k =

2πN

"v
. (9)

The general condition [14] for purely centrifugally supported equilibrium is that the rotation

velocity should be given by a formula of the same simple form as the one [13] for the speed

of extrinsic wiggle propagation, namely

v2 =
T
E

. (10)

Note that this relationship applies when the electrical coupling is absent or, as will commonly

be the case, negligible because of the smallness of the fine structure constant [15].
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The string tension is given by where           is the energy density
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The critical saturation current is 

The phase angle where

than mx, as will occur when successive phase transitions at two entirely distinct cosmological

epochs are involved [9]. It is only after the second phase transition that a condensate with

amplitude |σ| and angular variable phase, θ say, will form on the string world sheet. There

then exists an identically conserved worldsheet phase current with components

j̃a =
1

2π
εab∂bθ , (1)

where εab are the components of the antisymmetric unit surface element tensor induced on

the 2-dimensional worldsheet. As well as this topologically conserved phase current, there

will also be a dynamically conserved particle number current with components given [6] by

ja = 2Σ̃(∂aθ − eAa) , (2)

where Σ̃ is the surface integral of |σ|2 over the vortex core cross section. Here Aa are

the induced components of the electomagnetic background potential and e is the coupling

constant associated with the carrier field if it is gauged. When e is non zero j̃a will be gauge

dependent, but ja is physically well defined and will determine a corresponding electric

surface current given by

Ia = eja . (3)

B. Formation of Vorton States.

In the case of a closed string loop the conserved surface currents characterised above will

determine a corresponding pair of integral quantum numbers that are expressible in terms

of circuit integration round the loop. These are given by

N =
∮

j̃ad&a , Z =
∮

jad&a . (4)

where d&a are the components of the length element normal to the circuit in the worldsheet.

Note that even when j̃a is gauge dependent, N is well defined. A non conducting Kibble

type string loop must ultimately decay by radiative and frictional drag processes until it

4
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non zero value for its squared magnitude |j|2 and hence that a random walk process will

result in a spectrum of finite values for the corresponding string loop quantum numbers

N and Z. Therefore, in the long run, those loops for which these numbers satisfy the

minimum length condition (18) are predestined to become stationary vortons, provided of

course that the quantum numbers are strictly conserved during the subsequent motion, a

requirement whose validity depends on the condition that string crossing processes later on

are statistically negligible. We describe these loops as protovortons.

Note that the protovortons will not become vortons in the strict sense until a lower

temperature, the vorton relaxation temperature Tr say (whose value will not be relevant for

our present purpose) since the loops must first lose their excess energy. Whereas frictional

drag and electromagnetic radiation losses will commonly ensure rapid relaxation, there may

be cases in which the only losses are due to the much weaker mechanism of gravitational

radiation.

As the string network evolves, the distribution rarifies due to damping out of its fine

structure first by friction and later by radiation reaction. However, not all of its lost energy

goes directly into the corresponding frictional heating of the background or emitted radia-

tion. There will always be a certain fraction, ε say, that goes into loops which evolve without

subsequent collisions with the main string distribution. It is this process that provides the

raw material for vorton production. Such loops will ultimately be able to survive as vortons

if the current induced by random fluctuations during the carrier condensation process is

sufficient for the condition (16) to be satisfied, i.e. provided its winding number and particle

number are large enough to satisfy

|NZ|1/2 !
Tx

Tσ
. (22)

Any loop that fails to satisfy this condition is doomed to lose all its energy and disappear.

In favorable circumstances, (namely those considered in Section IIIB) most of the loops

that emerge in this way at Tσ will satisfy the condition (22) and thus be describable as

protovortons. However in other cases (namely those considered in Section IIIC) the majority

11

C. Properties of Vortons.

The random distribution of initial values of the quantum numbers N and Z leads to

the formation of a range of qualitatively different kinds of vorton states. We shall now

briefly review the reasons why it is to be expected that the most numerous initially will be

of approximately chiral type, meaning that their rotation velocity is comparable with the

speed of light as given by v = 1. Note however, that it may be that vortons of the very

different subsonic type, with v ! 1, will be favoured by natural selection in the long run.

In the case of a spacelike current, with ω2 < k2 (the only possibility envisaged in [12]),

the velocity given by (10) is to be interpreted simply as the phase speed:

v =
ω

k
=

πZ

Σ̃N
. (11)

Since we are assuming that mσ is small compared with mx, the saturation limit (7) implies

E − T
T

! 1 , (12)

which obviously, by (10), implies the property of approximate chirality, v # 1. It is expected

on dimensional grounds that, although the sectional integral Σ̃ is a function of the current,

it will not get extremely far from the order unity. This behaviour has been observed nu-

merically in particular cases [12] [16] (see also [16,17]). It can therefore be deduced that

approximate chirality requires the vorton to be characterised by a pair of quantum numbers

having roughly comparable orders of magnitude,

|Z| ≈ N , (13)

where we use an orientation convention such that N is always positive.

On purely statistical grounds one would expect that the two quantum numbers would

most commonly be formed with comparable order of magnitude, so as to satisfy (13), though

not necessarily with an exact ratio small enough to give a spacelike vorton current. In fact,

although the limit (7) definitely excludes the possibility of vorton states with N % |Z|,

it turns out that there is nothing to prevent the existence of non-chiral vortons having a

7

typically and

The mass energy of the vorton
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Ev ⇡ lvm
2
X ⇡ NmX

This assumes the loop length is sufficiently large compared with 
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Protovortons that do not meet this requirement become doomed loops



Vorton Abundance and Constraints

One expects fluctuations to give rise to a non-zero value for        
and hence finite values for the string quantum numbers N and Z
non zero value for its squared magnitude |j|2 and hence that a random walk process will

result in a spectrum of finite values for the corresponding string loop quantum numbers

N and Z. Therefore, in the long run, those loops for which these numbers satisfy the

minimum length condition (18) are predestined to become stationary vortons, provided of

course that the quantum numbers are strictly conserved during the subsequent motion, a

requirement whose validity depends on the condition that string crossing processes later on

are statistically negligible. We describe these loops as protovortons.

Note that the protovortons will not become vortons in the strict sense until a lower

temperature, the vorton relaxation temperature Tr say (whose value will not be relevant for

our present purpose) since the loops must first lose their excess energy. Whereas frictional

drag and electromagnetic radiation losses will commonly ensure rapid relaxation, there may

be cases in which the only losses are due to the much weaker mechanism of gravitational

radiation.

As the string network evolves, the distribution rarifies due to damping out of its fine

structure first by friction and later by radiation reaction. However, not all of its lost energy

goes directly into the corresponding frictional heating of the background or emitted radia-

tion. There will always be a certain fraction, ε say, that goes into loops which evolve without

subsequent collisions with the main string distribution. It is this process that provides the

raw material for vorton production. Such loops will ultimately be able to survive as vortons

if the current induced by random fluctuations during the carrier condensation process is

sufficient for the condition (16) to be satisfied, i.e. provided its winding number and particle

number are large enough to satisfy

|NZ|1/2 !
Tx

Tσ
. (22)

Any loop that fails to satisfy this condition is doomed to lose all its energy and disappear.

In favorable circumstances, (namely those considered in Section IIIB) most of the loops

that emerge in this way at Tσ will satisfy the condition (22) and thus be describable as

protovortons. However in other cases (namely those considered in Section IIIC) the majority
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We discussed in detail loop formation and condensation in both friction 
dominated and radiation dominated regimes. From this we estimated the 

number density of vortons and hence the energy density given by

f !
εg∗

g∗f
, (36)

where g∗f is the value of g∗ at the protovorton formation temperature Tf .

Using (17) the corresponding mass density will be given by

ρv ≈ Nmxnv . (37)

Thus, the mass density of the distribution of the protovortons in the range Tf ∼> T ∼> Tr,

and of the mature vortons after their formation in the range T ∼< Tr, is given by the general

formula

ρv ≈ fνf
TxT 1/2

σ

Z1/2
f Lmin(Tf)5/2

( T

Tf

)3
. (38)

When the dependences of νf , Lmin(Tf) and Tf on the fundamental parameters Tx and

Tσ are known, the formula (38) will allow us to place limits on Tσ by determining how

the presence of the corresponding population of remnant vortons would affect the course

of cosmic evolution. In the following sections we shall derive several constraints on such

a population by demanding that it not significantly interfere with the cornerstones of the

standard cosmology. However, before we can do so it remains to obtain at least rough

estimates of the required values of the dependent variables. This turns out to be fairly

easy in the case of condensation during the friction dominated era that will be discussed in

the next section. However the derivation of firm conclusions is less straightforward for the

kind of scenario discussed in Section IIIC, in which the current condensation occurs in the

radiation dominated regime.

B. Condensation in the friction damping regime.

According to the standard picture [22], the evolution of a cosmic string network is ini-

tially dominated by the frictional drag of the thermal background. The relevant dynamical

damping timescale, τ , during this period is approximately given by

τ ≈
T 2
x

β T 3
, (39)
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In the friction dominated regime this becomes

It can thus be confirmed using (42) that the postulate Tσ > T" automatically ensures

that these vortons will indeed satisfy the minimum length requirement (18), though only

marginally when T is at the lower end of this range.

From (34) and (41) the number density of these proto-vorton loops, at formation, is

nf ≈ ν"

(

β Tσ

mP

)3/2 (
T 2
σ

Tx

)3

. (46)

It follows from (35) that at later times the number density of their mature vorton successors

will be

nv ≈ ν"f

(

βTσ

mP

)3/2 (
TσT

Tx

)3

. (47)

Thus, after the temperature has fallen below the value Tr, the resulting mass density of the

relic vorton population will be

ρv ≈ ν"fN

(

βTσ

mP

)3/2 (
Tσ

Tx

)2

TσT
3 , (48)

which by (43) gives our final estimate as

ρv ≈ ν"f

(

βTσ

mP

)5/4 (
Tσ

Tx

)3/2

TσT
3 . (49)

C. Condensation in the radiation damping regime.

For strings formed at low energies, for example in some non-standard electroweak sym-

metry breaking transition, the scenario of the preceding subsection is the only one that needs

to be considered. However, for strings formed at much higher energies, in particular for the

commonly considered case of GUT strings, current condensation could occur during the

extensive temperature range below T". The minimum length requirement is only marginally

satisfied by typical loops when condensation occurs near the end of the friction dominated

regime. Therefore, if Tσ < T", typical loops present during the transition will not be long

enough to qualify as protovortons. This means that the vorton formation temperature Tf
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See our paper for the radiation dominated regime



Constraints

The Nucleosynthesis Constraint

Here we assumed the vortons were not completely stable but 
lived for a few minutes. In this case we require the Universe to 

be radiation dominated during nucleosynthesis and hence 

In order to preserve this well established picture, it is necessary that the energy density in

vortons at that time, ρv(TN
) should have been small compared with the background energy

density in radiation, ρ
N

≈ g∗T 4
N
. Assuming that carrier condensation occurs during the

friction damping regime and that g∗ has dropped to a value of order unity by the time of

nucleosynthesis, it can be seen from (49) that this restriction,

ρv(TN
) " ρ

N
, (71)

is expressible as

εν!g
∗
σ
−1β5/4mP

−5/4T−3/2
x T 15/4

σ " T
N
. (72)

Below we apply this constraint to some specific examples.

A. Case Tx ≈ Tσ.

The case for which carrier condensation occurs at or very soon after the time of string

formation has been studied previously and yields rather strong restrictions for very long

lived vortons [7]. If it is only assumed that the vortons survive for a few minutes, which is

all that is needed to reach the nucleosynthesis epoch we obtain a much weaker restriction.

Setting Tσ equal to Tx in (72) gives
(

εν!
g∗σ

)4/9

Tx "
(

mP

β

)5/9

T 4/9
N

. (73)

Taking g∗σ ≈ 102 and assuming (in view of the low value of the index) that the net efficiency

factor (εν!)4/9 and the drag factor β5/9 are of the order of unity yields the inequality

Tx ∼< 109 GeV . (74)

This is the condition that must be satisfied by the formation temperature of cosmic strings

that become superconducting immediately, subject to the rather conservative assumption

that the resulting vortons last for at least a few minutes. It is to be observed that this

condition rules out the formation of such strings during any conceivable GUT transition,

but is consistent by a wide margin with their formation at temperatures close to that of the

electroweak symmetry breaking transition.
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If the loops become current-carrying at formation
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The Dark Matter Constraint

If vortons are sufficiently stable to live to the present time then they can’t over close the Universe

As a function of temperature, the critical density scales like the entropy density so that it

is given by

ρc(T ) ≈ g∗mcT
3 , (77)

where mc is a constant mass factor. Since g∗ ≈ 1 at the present epoch, the required value

of mc (which is roughly as the critical mass per black body photon) can be estimated as

mc ≈ 10−28mP≈ 1 eV . (78)

However, for comparison with the density of vortons that were formed as a result of current

condensation at an earlier epoch characterised by Tσ, what one needs is the corresponding

factor g∗σmc, which can be estimated to be

g∗σmc ≈ 10−26mP≈ 102 eV . (79)

(This distinction was obscured in the previous derivations of the dark matter constraint [7]

[20], in which the value quoted for mc should be interpreted as meaning the value of g∗σmc,

which is what one actually needs.)

The general dark matter constraint is

Ωv ≡
ρv
ρc

∼< 1 . (80)

In the case of vortons formed as a result of condensation during the friction damping

regime the relevant estimate for the vortonic dark matter fraction is obtainable from (49) as

Ωv ≈ β5/4

(

εν"mP

g∗σmc

)

(

Tσ

mP

)9/4 (Tσ

Tx

)3/2

. (81)

In particular, this formula applies to the case in which the carrier condensation occurs very

soon after the strings themselves are formed, as was supposed in earlier work.

However, if we want to strengthen the nucleosynthesis limit (75) for the general category

of strings formed at the GUT scale, then we are obliged to consider the case of vortons

formed as a result of condensation during the gravitational radiation damping regimes. In

this case, equation (69) gives the relevant estimate for the vortonic dark matter fraction as

Ωv ≈ εν"Γ
−1/2

( mP
2

mcTx

)( Tσ

mP

)5/2( ΓTσ√
g∗σ mP

)(3+ε)/(6−2ε)
, (82)

Let us now again examine some specific examples.
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where           is the closure density
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Chiral Vortons Brandon and ACD

These arise when the theory in question has either a left- or right-moving zero mode, 
such as in supersymmetric theories with a D-term and SUSY broken by a Fayet-Illiopoulos 

term. SUSY cosmic strings were discussed in detail by S.Davis, ACD and M. Trodden, 
PLB405 (1997) 257, hep-ph.9711313 and PRD57  (1998) 5184, hep-ph/9702360

In such models with chiral zero modes the current is always maximal and 

<latexit sha1_base64="i6ad1XXEFyGGDELMnznRDn5dwjo=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVol6EohdPUsFti+1Ssmm2Dc0mS5IVytLf4MWDIl79Qd78N6btHrT1wcDjvRlm5oUJZ9q47rdTWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7B00tU0WoTySXqh1iTTkT1DfMcNpOFMVxyGkrHN1M/dYTVZpJ8WDGCQ1iPBAsYgQbK/l36Ao99soVt+rOgJaJl5MK5Gj0yl/dviRpTIUhHGvd8dzEBBlWhhFOJ6VuqmmCyQgPaMdSgWOqg2x27ASdWKWPIqlsCYNm6u+JDMdaj+PQdsbYDPWiNxX/8zqpiS6DjIkkNVSQ+aIo5chINP0c9ZmixPCxJZgoZm9FZIgVJsbmU7IheIsvL5PmWdU7r9bua5X6dR5HEY7gGE7Bgwuowy00wAcCDJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w+FR43a</latexit>

N = Z

Following the same analysis as previously results in stronger constraints



The Nucleosynthesis Constraint

Chiral loops becoming current-carrying at formation then
<latexit sha1_base64="jnNz63w3VGVd5VRK2l0rBwV1HKk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBovgqiRStAsXRRe6rNAXtDFMpjft0MmDmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3Hi/mTCrL+jYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+gXlY7sgoERTaNOKR6HlEAmchtBVTHHqxABJ4HLre5Gbmdx9BSBaFLTWNwQnIKGQ+o0RpyTXLLTftZfgK29ZDWs/wLXRcs2JVrTnwKrFzUkE5mq75NRhGNAkgVJQTKfu2FSsnJUIxyiErDRIJMaETMoK+piEJQDrp/PYMn2pliP1I6AoVnqu/J1ISSDkNPN0ZEDWWy95M/M/rJ8qvOykL40RBSBeL/IRjFeFZEHjIBFDFp5oQKpi+FdMxEYQqHVdJh2Avv7xKOudV+6Jau69VGtd5HEV0jE7QGbLRJWqgO9REbUTRE3pGr+jNyIwX4934WLQWjHzmCP2B8fkDvrSS+A==</latexit>

TX < 108GeV

and loops forming at the GUT scale becoming 
current-carrying at a lower scale

<latexit sha1_base64="+cLYo+lw8VZv3nJ/zrboPJ3BqgU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokUnyAi6ILXVboC9oYJtNJO3RmEmYmQgnZ+CtuXCji1s9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcy733BDGjSjvOt1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29looSiUkTRyySnQApwqggTU01I51YEsQDRtrB6Gbitx+JVDQSDT2OicfRQNCQYqSN5NsHDT/tKTrgKINX0HUe0ssM3pKWb5edijMFXCRuTsogR923v3r9CCecCI0ZUqrrOrH2UiQ1xYxkpV6iSIzwCA1I11CBOFFeOn0gg8dG6cMwkqaEhlP190SKuFJjHphOjvRQzXsT8T+vm+jwwkupiBNNBJ4tChMGdQQnacA+lQRrNjYEYUnNrRAPkURYm8xKJgR3/uVF0jqtuGeV6n21XLvO4yiCQ3AEToALzkEN3IE6aAIMMvAMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx6y1YOUz++APrM8fyzSVQA==</latexit>

T� < 109GeV

The Dark Matter Constraint

Applying the same analysis as before 
<latexit sha1_base64="1+rrEHrpJfT37HB9R+qbjDXbcBQ=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgIGBxaJCYqoSVB4DQwUDjEXqS2pD5LhOa9V2IttBqqIs/AoLAwix8hls/A1umwFajnSlo3Pu1b33BDGjSjvOt1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29looSiUkTRyySnQApwqggTU01I51YEsQDRtrB6Gbitx+JVDQSDT2OicfRQNCQYqSN5NsHDT/tKTrgKINX0HUe0rMM3pKWb5edijMFXCRuTsogR923v3r9CCecCI0ZUqrrOrH2UiQ1xYxkpV6iSIzwCA1I11CBOFFeOn0gg8dG6cMwkqaEhlP190SKuFJjHphOjvRQzXsT8T+vm+jw0kupiBNNBJ4tChMGdQQnacA+lQRrNjYEYUnNrRAPkURYm8xKJgR3/uVF0jqtuOeV6n21XLvO4yiCQ3AEToALLkAN3IE6aAIMMvAMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx6y1YOUz++APrM8fxRCVPA==</latexit>

T� < 105GeV

Question — We still have very little idea about what constitutes dark matter. 
Could it be vortons? What would the signatures be of vorton dark matter?
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Working with Brandon

Influence on my career

UK Cosmology workshops

Peyresq

Thank you Brandon  
Happy Birthday
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